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TING! anniversary production celebrating 70 years of Scapino Ballet Rotterdam
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‘I don’t believe
in understanding
I believe in light which shines,
penetrates and
points’
This is a passage from Singing of Longing for Nothing by my favourite

This was more or less the origin of Scapino Ballet, which once started as

poet, Adunis. Poetry is a part of daily life in Arabic countries. You grow

an educational dance company. Many pupils have seen this special form

up with it, you hear it in the street. If you are discussing a difficult issue

of expression at school because of Scapino dancers. Such a performance

with friends, you quote famous poets to emphasize your point. Poetry is a

leaves an unforgettable impression when you are young, and who knows,

utensil. This is very different from the way we resort to poetry in Europe.

perhaps there were boys and girls who embarked on dance or choreography training because of a Scapino workshop.

It is different with dance, however. As a child, I grew up with dance to
celebrate life and traditions. Hands and feet are used to set the rhythm.

Rotterdam has a rich culture of dance: daring, progressive and pioneer-

The communal band was strengthened by making music together. Dance

ing, as is only appropriate for an international city. Scapino Ballet Rotter-

wasn’t a part of everyday life like poetry, dance was for celebrations,

dam has been the continuously innovative shoot on the stem for seventy

like a wedding. Arabic dances differ per region and occasion. What I

years, but above all, Scapino connected people, just like poetry. And the

found very unusual in Dutch culture at first, was that dance more or less

dancers still do.

has the same function as Arabic poetry, a means of interpreting the soul
of society. Dance therefore has its own, intrinsic meaning. Here in the
Netherlands, dance can be applied poetically - call it aesthetically - but

Ahmed Aboutaleb,
Mayor of Rotterdam

also instrumentally, to teach young people new forms of expression or to
encourage dialogue, for instance.
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ED
WUBBE
Married with one daughter
Year of birth: 1957
Education: Scapino Dance Academy

The artistic director Ed Wubbe is one of the most
versatile Dutch choreographers whose work attracts
the largest audiences in the Netherlands. His first
dance piece as resident choreographer in 1990, the
enormous hit Rameau, broke with the then current aesthetics of ballet and WAS THE FIRST FOUNDATION STONE
of a new image for Scapino. When Ed became artistic
director in 1992 the company began building an
entirely new repertoire. Ed’s Kathleen, also in in 1992,
was an unprecedented dance sensation and by the
time the production Perfect Skin came out in 1993,
a new Scapino was definitely on the map.
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‘I’m inclined to say ‘yes’ and
do ‘no’ but over the years I’ve
become more honest with myself.
I now say what I mean instead
of appearing to listen and then
still doing my own thing’
10
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and on the other, the boy who wanted to be different. My three brothers

in that. Are you going with it or not…? If it goes naturally, if we feel as

- I came from a family of boys - started playing football but I wanted to do

a team that what we’re doing is right, then we press ahead. If I get the

ballet, which was just not done where I came from. I was also fascinated

feeling that something isn’t going right I can then change everything at

by clothes and I sat behind the sewing machine to make the most bizarre

the last moment so that everyone gets confused. It causes turmoil but

jackets. I learnt from my father that you have to be critical and hold on to

you have to do it. I don’t let anything hold me back. I have to get past it.

what you think is good. At the secondary school, a girl took me to see

And out of that turmoil, you get the most creative, surprising solutions.

Romeo and Juliet. When I saw that, everything fell into place: it felt like a

Something wonderful arises, a ‘wow’ moment, a gift. The process is a

sort of romance; the image I saw… that was for me. Instead of the techni-

mystery and the dancers feel that as well. They transcend themselves

cal secondary school I was planning to go onto, I signed up for the ballet

in their individual performances; it always becomes more than you had

academy instead. That was almost a humiliation, an 18 year-old beanpole

imagined and it is no exaggeration to describe it as a co-creation. I’m

dence. I’m more in balance now. People think that I’m easy, when they

who had never done anything with ballet before among all the 13 year-

proud of what we do and you can see it in me as well. I make it clear

first meet me. They can underestimate me but they soon learn. I can

old girls, but it was precisely what I wanted. The lifestyle, the contact with

that my dancers aren’t interchangeable and I make time for care and

react unexpectedly and provoke people. My role means that I some-

each other, the atmosphere, the intimacy, pop music, the artistic aspect,

development. This all makes the dancers proud of their achievements.

times have to play a game. I can’t always let people know what I really

EVERYTHING HAS TO DO WITH SEDUCTION

fashion… It all drew me. It gave me freedom.

It is with this shared way of thinking that we keep Scapino on the map

think. The game has to be played but it’s not really me. It’s a challenge

I became the artistic director of Scapino Ballet in 1992 and a lot has

My father always supported me when I gave in to my ambition to become

in the Netherlands and, increasingly, abroad.

for me to understand the trick. It demands that I have to think strategi-

changed since then. Independence, innovation and making modern

a dancer and I registered at the academy. My mother, who passed away,

ballet accessible for a large audience have remained the most impor-

had difficulty with my choice initially. She had little opportunity to develop

Balance

my business, where everyone has an opinion, you have to have a thick

tant factors however. Ballet is in the arts sector, which meant that, for

outside of bringing up four sons. She lived for her children and that

I’ve been able to overcome my shyness over the years by keeping in

skin. And if you don’t have one to start with, you soon will. I know what I

a long time, the board of trustees was mostly made up of politicians.

meant that her world was very small. I learnt from her that you have to

touch with myself. I have little difficulty with public speaking, as long as

can and what I want and make clear choices based on that. And I have

We’ve had a board of people from the business world for a few years

have something in your life with which you can realise yourself. You are

I’m talking about what I know. Then I’m in my element. And I like interac-

proven that those choices are successful.

now. Simultaneously, we also changed our direction. We are now the

shaped by where you come from and in the course of time you start

tion best, I engage in dialogue with the audience. Just giving a lecture,

strongest brand in the Netherlands, mostly thanks to our large produc-

looking at that critically. Luckily, in my case, that happened in a mild

just telling and transmitting, doesn’t suit me as well. I had more bravura

Harder, less compromised

tions for a broad audience. We have created our own genre, but we

and loving way. My parents had done their best.

when I was younger, but I was also more sensitive and I had less confi-

While I used to find it difficult if dancers left our company - because of my

‘Instead of
the TECHNICAL
SECONDARY SCHOOL,
I signed up for the
ballet academy’

‘The strongest
brand in the
Netherlands’

cally and tactically, and to consider the form instead of the substance. In

also collaborate on success programmes like So You Think You Can

lack of confidence, I used to take it personally - I can now see the positive

Dance, worked with Jan Kooijman who has danced with us, and we

Mystery

side as well. If I think that people feel stuck, are becoming negative, then I

also have the activities which we are developing so that we can be

I always want to learn, from leaders around me, my colleagues, people

talk to them. It’s then perhaps better to expand your horizons, that’s what

less subsidy-dependent, our more entrepreneurial vision, our board…

in our business and, of course, from the dancers. For me, it is a challen-

I’m in my element as artistic director, despite the fact that we have had

ge to discover that which is unique, the best in each individual and to

to make serious cuts. But that is also an advantage, less subsidy means

work with that. It’s interesting to tap into something that someone has

less interference. Independence suits me. It’s frustrating if you have

never shown before. I throw an element in to challenge the dancers

a vision and a plan and something gets in your way. I want to make a

but it challenges me as well. It happens on the spot or at night while I’m

good production and I get more space to do that now.

lying in bed. All sorts of things happen in rehearsals and things begin
to take off. You feel the tension; we enter onto unknown terrain where

Everything fell into place

everyone transcends themselves. You ask things of dancers you’ve

I had something contradictory in me: on the one hand the shy boy who

never asked before. You abandon the comfort zone, and return to it, to-

went completely red if he had to stand in front of the class for example

gether. Everything has to do with seduction. It’s exciting to be involved

12

‘I throw an element
in to challenge
the dancers but
it challenges
me as well’

we discuss. New dancers offer new possibilities, new élan and new initiatives. It is an art in itself to get the maximum out of a group however it’s
put together... and then with twenty different nationalities. I’ve learned to
intervene faster if I have a bad feeling about something. I was too respectful for a long time and I’ve learnt to be harder. Harder, which ultimately
means that you are clearer, less compromised. It helped me enormously.
People have more respect for me and for the group as a whole. We have
to do something together that is not only good for the individual but good
for the company. That delivers results and leads to more success.
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‘I was 54
before
I became
a father’
Being a father provided me with a flood of
inspiration. I want to teach my daughter that you
have to have a passion, an interest, to call your
own. Follow your heart, your inner voice, and don’t
wait. My ultimate dream which I still have is to make
a feature film in which dance is important. A West
Side Story with modern dance, so well done that it
is accessible for a bigger audience. The art form
‘dance’ deserves such a platform.
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‘I’ve never
had any
doubt
about
dancing’
It’s a special feeling for me, because I had to come
a long way to get here due to learning difficulties at
school. It’s so fine that I can finally be judged on my
talent and not for a poor mark for maths.

Ellen Landa
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‘I‘m frightened,
terribly frightened
of letting go. I feel
the pain and SCREAM,
“HELP ME!” This is the
woman in the closing
scene of Pearl.

That’s
me’
Bryndis Brynjolfsdottir
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O
‘Other
dancers
don’t always
appreciate
what we do’

22

It’s easy to criticise anything that
doesn’t work well, but it’s better to
recognise what’s good. And what we
do is excellent. We present so many
different things. That diversity…
No other company does that
like us and that makes us unique
in the Netherlands and
perhaps even further afield.
Mischa van Leeuwen
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‘15
minutes
to go’
24
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Bonnie
Doets
Married with two children
Year of birth: 1974
Education: Dutch National Ballet Academy
At Scapino Ballet since: 1983
Achievements and prizes: bursary from the
Stichting Dansersfonds ’79, allowing Bonnie
to study in Toronto at the age of 16; Prijs van
Verdienste (merit prize) Stichting Dansersfonds ’79,
Gouden Zwaan 2013 for her contribution
to dance, 2014 Uitblinkers-lunch (brilliant
person lunch) with King Willem-Alexander
and Queen Maxima.
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‘IT’S NOT
JUST BONNIE,
WE MAKE
IT HAPPEN
TOGETHER’
Piazza Libertà, Bassano del Grappa (I)
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‘It was expected
that I would
get a contract
with the Dutch
National Ballet.
My future was
already laid out’

lot, but we make it happen together. We’re a strange bunch of people but

an inexhaustible resource for me. Having great people in your company

young dancers. He had brought music with him from the Baroque com-

there’s always a sort of unity. The thing that we share is individuality and

means that you become greater yourself. The reciprocal respect and

poser Rameau, and the slightly animalistic choreography was inspired by

conviction, which means that we’re a company of contrasts with a ‘raw

the admiration for each other provides you with enormous sustenance

the French court and its boredom and gossip. In contrast with the acad-

twist’. We have the freedom to take that extra step which other dance

as a person.

emy, where you have to do what you’re told, Ed asked me for my ideas.

companies can’t. We surprise everyone. That’s what the audience sees.

What did I want? In the eventual solo, which we also performed in New

At the Dutch Dance Festival, for example, we shook up the entire theatre

Did they really want me to come back?

York, I stood there as Bonnie, not as a fairy, a swan or another character.

with our dance Wolf from our resident choreographer Itamar Serussi. It

In dance, it’s here today, gone tomorrow. You can’t take your position for

A second encounter came later when Scapino started rehearsing for a

was the end of the evening, and suddenly the audience was making a

granted. It has to be like that or you’ll never get the right people in the

classic Nutcracker and Ed came to the academy looking for dancers and

noise, a deafening applause, a release. Six men in the stupid romper suits,

right place. After my pregnancy, there were lots of times when I had doubt.

he chose me. I didn’t know what to make of it when I started performing

that provokes something. Yeah… that’s us. Always looking for contrast,

My body had changed: how on earth was I going to repair it? I was unsure

with Scapino, so many characters and types and a daunting but exciting

it has to ‘grate’, that’s what makes dance exciting to watch. The guiding

of myself and the hormones were racing through my body. Ed has always

repertoire. The Dutch National Ballet is a sort of dance factory where

principle at Scapino is not ‘the dance’, but ‘the picture’.

been there for me and I was given the freedom to do what I had to, to get
back. But I felt judged. Did they really want me to come back? There’s

you’re just a number, and I was always afraid of failing there, of not fitting
into a picture of perfection. The system worked tremendously, but not

I strive as an artist to show who I am in the broadest sense of the word.

never a guarantee. I chose to have children and I did that to myself. You

for me, and I became aware of that when I danced with Scapino. It was a

I’m always looking for the ‘advantage’ which, for me, is in authentic emo-

have to create friction sometimes to go faster, uncertainty gives way to a

difficult time for me. I was going to get a contract with the Dutch National

tion and the ultimate execution of technique. My classical training means

fighting spirit. That’s how it works with me. I had to prove that I deserved

When you’re a child, you realise early on how special

Ballet and Scapino wanted me to dance with them as well. I chose with

that I’m a technical dancer and a devotee of the finished line. The tech-

my place. I had to demonstrate it. Eight weeks after giving birth, I was in

it is, what you do

my heart, and shocked a lot of people around me. Everyone thought that

nique is now in my DNA, that’s my comfort zone. If I feel uncomfortable

the studio again. And in shape. I was able to reconquer my place the

I never dreamed of becoming a dancer. There was a great love of music

I’d been impulsive, but I felt that I could be myself at Scapino. I have a

in a choreography, I reach for that, and simultaneously I try to break out of

second time as well, after the birth of my son. I have become another

from both my father’s and my mother’s side of the family. Harp, flute, dou-

strong feeling that something guided me then. To this day, I’m still happy

it again as quickly as possible. Then you create something beautiful, and

dancer. More theatrical. Physically, I danced with abandon, but there was

ble bass… My grandfathers, grandmothers, uncles and aunts played lots

that I took this unexpected decision. Scapino feels like family to me. It’s

that’s what I’m aiming at. Improvisation is magical, classical technique in

something else now as well. I was able to allow people to see my soul

of instruments, often professionally. My father is a trumpeter. My first love

not always easy, because working together is intense and that causes

modern dance. If I get stuck, I literally take a step back and I look at my

which meant that I could perform better and feel the complete fulfilment.

was my violin and everyone thought that I would follow the rest of the

tension. That means that you have to wake each other up, that you

colleagues who enable me to do something else. They are my sources

family. I just sort of rolled into ballet because of my aunt, who felt more

argue with each other but it is worth it. The awareness that you have to

of inspiration, and because so many different forms of dance are repre-

I’ve been thinking more about my future in the last couple of years and

like a big sister to me, and I was soon spotted by a scout. When you’re

make it together, like in a family, means that you can confront each other

sented in the company - urban, modern, classic, jazz, musical - they are

the route is becoming clearer. Given my knowledge of the repertoire

a child, you realise early on how special it is, what you do. You’re picked

and come out stronger the other side. I put my energy into a dot on the

and the company, I would like, in the future, to assist Ed with his crea-

out of a group of two or three hundred pupils to dance in a group of 20

horizon, an opening, and, actually, there are no dead ends for me. When

tions. Becoming a ballet master or a coach are also possibilities. I took

children. I often compared my report with a group of friends and mine

you know where you want to go, you have to go there and you have to

was never fair or satisfactory, it was always good or very satisfactory.

be hard on yourself. The journey towards my goal makes it interesting

I went to the ballet academy and danced in the corps of the Dutch

and the anger and frustration which you also inevitably meet makes me

National Ballet in the last year and it was expected that I would get a

sharper and more focussed.

contract there. My future was already laid out.
Individuality and conviction
I stood there as Bonnie, not as a fairy, a swan or

I’m not the fastest or the best like a top athlete. Dance has to do with

another character

personal preferences and taste. And you never dance alone. All the other

I first encountered Ed when I was 15. The academy had asked him to

dancers and I together are Scapino. Everyone who’s a part of that is just

create a modern solo for me for the Prix de Lausanne, a competition for

as important, it’s not just Bonnie. I may be in the media and publicity a

30

‘We’re a strange
bunch of
people, but
there’s always
a sort of unity’

over the role of our ballet master, who had to leave temporarily due to
personal circumstances, last year. I’ve also been spending more time
on scouting and the assessment of pupils and students who are taking
exams at the conservatory and the Dutch National Ballet Academy.
Deliberately or not, I’m growing more and more into the roles which
come my way. One thing is clear though, my future is in the company,
that’s the place where I belong.
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‘The
love
for the profession
and the love
for my children
form a terrific
symmetrical
challenge’
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‘Interns and
the dedication
of young
choreographers
mean that
Scapino is
developing
continually’
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‘To this day,
I’m still happy
that I took this
unexpected
decision’
2013 was an important year in my dance career. I was
awarded the Gouden Zwaan, an oeuvre prize, from the
Stichting Dansersfonds ’79 and I had a lot of success
with the production Le Chat Noir. I felt invincible and I
was on a constant high. I realised then that I had already lived a life by the time I was 42 that could fill two
lives for most people, and I became even more motivated to promote dance more as a part of society.
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‘As a professional,
you have to make sure
that you’re available
for every show’
The company needs you. You’ve got to be able to
assess your body, your energy and stress levels. When
you have five shows a week, you can’t do every show
for the 100%. You have to be comfortable with the
80% you choose. You do have to last the entire tour.

Reid Cuming
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WINY MAAS

‘collaboration
between Ed and
the dancers has
taught me to see
more components
than just the
technocratic
aspect’

Man and surroundings, movement and space
The city was made visible on giant screens by computer simulations
which served as scenery for the dance fantasia as we searched
for the challenging interaction between man and his surroundings.
Scapino brought the virtual cube-shaped city to life. Space is my
medium and movement is that of Ed and his dancers. It was an
unbelievably educational project and I was introduced to a totally
different world; an experience which has had a great influence on
my later work. The collaboration between Ed and the dancers has

‘Collaboration between two great
figures in their respective fields
demands trust, respect and equality,
and you also have to have that in
the dialogue you engage in’

taught me to see more components than just the technocratic aspect.
The human component, the interaction between man, the drama of
space and the surrounding is always in my work now.

Testing the limits
It was difficult for the dancers to move well at the same time as focus-

Winy Maas, the Dutch architect, landscape architect, professor
and urban planner, created a dance fantasy with Ed Wubbe set
in a potential city of the future. The architect bureau MVRDV,
known for, among other things, the Markthal in Rotterdam,
took a year to develop the cube-shaped city in which a million
people had to be able to live.

sing on the images that were continually changing out of the corner of
their eyes. We may not have achieved the best relationship between
the choreography and the image, but we went a long way. That was
thanks to the dancers who played the main role in the spectacle and
who had to test the limits of human movement in the three dimensional,
virtual environment. The challenge for me was to respond to the drama
of a movement. The environment had to deepen the drama every

WE’RE LEADING THE TROOPS FROM THE FRONT

the best result. It could have been better. Current technology is already

In 2002 I worked with Ed Wubbe and Scapino Ballet on a joint produc-

offering so many new possibilities.

tion: Manyfacts: Life in the 3D City. Collaboration between two great

We spend a lot of time on innovative research at our Why Factory

figures in their respective fields demands trust, respect and equality,

at the Delft University of Technology and that results in lots of new

and you also have to have that in the dialogue you engage in. What’s

challenges, for Ed and the Scapino Ballet as well, dancing with robots

the most important thing in such a production? The dancer and the

or in a Barbapapa environment: a plastic environment of changeable,

movement? Or the space and the visual? In hindsight, I don’t know if

chemical composition which adapts to human movement, a revolution

we managed to get everything out of our collaboration that we might

in the area of home living and more than suitable to be used to explore

have, but we still managed to achieve something exceptional. Perhaps

the boundaries. Ed, I challenge you!

without realising it we’re leading the troops from the front! I’m still
incredibly proud of our collaboration and I refer to it regularly.
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Photo Scapino archive

second. In hindsight, I didn’t work enough with the dancers to achieve
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‘Until a year ago,
I found it terrifying
to improvise and
the fear just
became even
greatER’
I sat crying in the changing room and thought, ‘I don’t
want to do this anymore’. I started training extra outside of
rehearsals. Just a bit of dancing and seeing what happens,
what I feel, what I want to do. And absolutely alone, so that
I didn’t feel judged. That felt really good and safe and
the confidence and pleasure gradually came back. It’s a
question of mind set in the end: if you’re sure of your
performance, then other people are as well.

Mara Hulspas
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M
One child, co-habiting
Nationality: Dutch
Year of birth: 1978

education: Dutch National Ballet academy

Prizes: Mischa won the Prijs van Verdienste

(merit prize) van de Stichting Dansersfonds ’79 in 2011
At Scapino Ballet since: 1999

Mischa
van Leeuwen
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I’m a social person, but
I also keep my distance.
I’m usually positive and
cheerful, but if I’m unhappy
about something, I can also
be explosive. It’s black or
white with me, there’s
no grey. I think that
I’ve acquired a leadership
role in the course of time.

‘They don’t call
me ‘the king’
for nothing’
48
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Definite choice

internship, I was chosen and eventually, I got a permanent place in the

a role in that, of course, but working with other choreographers has

Dance plays an important role at crucial moments in my life. When I

company. I thank God on my knees that I was given the chance then.

also meant that I can use my body more consciously in a certain way.

was about twenty, I was already dancing at Scapino Ballet, but I led a

Without Scapino, my life would have been very different. I can now

You are always being confronted with different artistic visions and that

life which didn’t match that of a dancer. I lived in Amsterdam and if I

look at myself and feel an enormous pride. I am who I am and I’ve

keeps you on the ball. It means that your work is always surprising and

didn’t have to dance, I was enjoying the nightlife. At a given moment,

achieved all that myself.

is never just a trick.

decisions. I moved to Rotterdam, close to my work, and made a defi-

Working with several choreographers

Mini society

nite choice for a dance career. I consciously left the life and friends in

I’ve been working with Ed for eighteen years now. He is important for

My dance career has also seen turbulent times, particularly when my

Amsterdam behind me so that I could start again in Rotterdam. I hadn’t

me. We have a click and perhaps, unconsciously, he’s a sort of father

relationship went wrong and a child was involved (the mother of my

finished school, dance saved me. When I was young and even now.

figure. We can have our disagreements but we can both deal with that.

son, who’s now six, is a dancer with the company). It caused a great

It provides me with structure and a solid footing and that is very impor-

That’s also what makes our relationship so special. What’s great about

deal of sadness and difficulties which the whole company suffered

tant for someone like me. My drive dominates everything… I must and

Scapino as well is that you can work with several choreographers. One

from actually. But that’s what it’s like with a small group of people,

shall be a good dancer. Dance lit the flame in my youth and that flame

choreographer asks you to work on the choreography with them, and

a mini society, with all sorts of different relationships and connections

has kept burning. It is the only thing that I’ve really committed myself to

the other gives you direct instructions. You have the ability as a profes-

with which you work so intimately and intensely… And dancers are

When I was a child, I was a little rascal with spikey hair and a mullet

for an important part of my life. I may not be the most talented dancer,

sional dancer to adapt to different choreographers because you are

often also open and emotional people. Add that all together. The work

growing up in Amsterdam, a street rat with just two pursuits: playing

but I am a dancer with huge perseverance. You’re under a lot of pres-

their equipment. What do I like best? The variety is great.

has to go on despite all sorts of tensions which are always present.

football outside and watching films. My favourites were action films

sure to keep going, to achieve the impossible almost, and that works

I have become another dancer in the course of time. In my twenties,

It’s your professionality which helps you get through it and ensures

with Bruce Lee and dance films with John Travolta, like Saturday Night

for me. Tell me I can’t do something, and I’ll go for it. When I was in

I was a kamikaze pilot. I went for it 200%. I couldn’t do it any other way.

that you can keep partnering everyone. Personal feelings are over-

Fever and Grease. John Travolta was ‘the man’ in that film. I wanted to

training, everyone dropped out, one by one, and I was the only one

Every movement was grandiose. Over the years, I’ve become better

ruled by professionality.

be that as well and that was the reason to go to an amateur school for

who made it. I’m glad that I have had the classical training. It has

at getting the right dosage and I have more control of my movement.

classical ballet every Wednesday afternoon. That hour was one of the

provided me with a foundation which I can fall back on.

I can do less on stage deliberately now, to greater effect. My age plays

‘DANCE PLAYS
AN IMPORTANT
ROLE AT CRUCIAL
MOMENTS IN
MY LIFE’

I realised that I couldn’t go on like that and that I had to make drastic

Scapino is my work, my existence. It provides fulfilment and structure,
a working week and a salary. It feels like a family for me, a second

best moments in the week. People looked forward to seeing me and
I wasn’t used to that feeling then. I came from a difficult, broken family

I did an internship at the Dutch National Ballet and after that, I was

home. I’ve started loving the routine and the structure, then I’m at my

and I was young when I left home.

asked by Ed to join Scapino. He needed six dancers from the ballet

best. I have to be kept busy and I want to dance in all the pieces.

academy for the production, Perfect Skin, a neo-classical piece where

I do a lot of training so my body is strong. It’ll do for a few years yet.

When I was ten years old, I was invited to audition for the Dutch

we were more or less there to pad it out. A world opened up for me.

National Ballet academy. I apparently had talent and there weren’t

The atmosphere was so relaxed and friendly. You could be yourself

that many boys who did ballet. The first time they asked me, I didn’t

here, and you were appreciated precisely for that. At the Dutch

want to do it, but when they came with a youth course where classical

National Ballet, you had to fit the picture they had. There are a dozen

ballet was combined with acrobatics, I changed my mind. It looked

identical dancers on the stage there, who all do the same moves and

good. I got a place at the Academy and combined dancing with

look the same. I thought the diversity of dancers with different back-

secondary school. In my case, it was a lot of dancing, little school

grounds and presence was fantastic. I remember the last performance

and a life among lots of girls which I enjoyed tremendously.

of Perfect Skin in Hoofddorp like it was yesterday. I was in tears, I wan-

‘In my twenties,
I was a kamikaze
pilot. I went
for it 200%’

On stage, I feel great. The applause, that’s what I do it for. You have to
perform NOW and it has to be good, because you will never have that
one moment for that one audience again. I want to keep on dancing
till I’m eighty and die on stage, just like Tommy Cooper. That’s where I
belong. When I walk on, it feels like it’s my stage. Here I am.

ted to stay so much. Luckily, I was allowed to audition for a year-long
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‘DANCE IS A LIFESTYLE. MY
PERSONAL LIFE AND WORK
ARE COMPLETEY MIXED UP
WITH EACH OTHER. I’ve also
never had the feeling
that I have a job. I happen
to dance, and I get paid
for it. That’s a good life’
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‘I have
about
150 pairs
of shoes’
I started collecting them when I started earning money.
We didn’t have much so I only got new shoes when the
old ones were worn out. I’ve made choices in life, and
the choice for Adidas trainers is one of them. If I were
to wear a pair of Nikes it would feel like adultery. The
NMD trainers which I’m wearing here were sold out in
24 hours and on Marktplaats or eBay they can make
1000 dollars. Sell them? Of course not, every pair stays
in my collection.
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‘After a previous
rib injury, I was
rehearsing a duet,
and the pain came
back unexpectedly.
I stopped straightaway and left
the studio crying
in pain and
disappointment.
I knew it...’
This was it for me! I’m out! Why is my body not
co-operating? I had to accept the situation in order
to heal and be back entirely fit. Body and mind work
together so you need to let go of the idea that you
won’t be part of the show anymore to recover and
focus on yourself, and not make the same mistake
twice as I did by coming back too soon.
I watched the premiere in the audience and was
proud of my colleagues who did a great job on stage.

Leslie Humbert
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Scapino Academy,
Nicole Rust

people around puberty, not just physically but mentally. Children and

‘Children and
young people
start moving and
you see something
happen in their
heads, you see
them gain a new
awareness’

communication, identity, problem-solving and creative thinking receive

young people start moving and you see something happen in their
heads, you see them gain a new awareness. Aspects like non-verbal

attention in such a workshop. We speak to them in a way they’re
not used to and apply knowledge and skills which their parents and
teachers rarely can. Former dancers give the workshops and being
spoken to by a professional dancer makes an impression. Hans Snoek
realised that dance could bring a smile to the pale faces of children
of the war. Nowadays, we reach about 5,000 young people per
season. We inspire them and offer them the opportunity to
experience something unique.

Engaging with society
We’re also a part of society, and so we try to engage with special interest
groups. In 2014 we started collaborating with the organisation Dance for
Health, and we work with people suffering from Parkinson’s Disease.

The Scapino Academy, where Scapino Ballet’s activities in the area

We have also participated in research into the effect of dance on the

of dance, education and social engagement are brought together,

blood sugar levels of people suffering from diabetes. In collaboration

offers diverse activities to various groups and aims to inspire child-

with the SKVR, the organisation for artistic education in Rotterdam,

ren, young people and adults and nurture talent. Nicole Rust (1983)

amateur dancers receive the opportunity to learn a professional

studied to be a dance teacher at the Theatreschool in Amsterdam

Scapino piece. Whether you’re a professional or an amateur, the

and has worked for the academy since 2014. ‘The challenge for

project demonstrates that dancers experience the same passion and

me is to communicate the magic of dance and to get people to

inspiration, an inner drive which you want to show to an audience.

experience it in different ways.’
Satisfied with a smile
THIS JOB WAS MADE FOR ME

I did ballet from the age of four and my dream was to become a

Building on the spiritual legacy of Hans Snoek, founder of Scapino

professional dancer. Gradually, it became apparent that I didn’t feel

Ballet, I’m responsible for talent development, education and social

entirely at home on the stage and that my strength was in teaching

engagement. We aim to be a part of society and to make contemporary

more than performing. This job presented itself to me after ten years

dance accessible. We want to be seen as both company and art form

of teaching and it was as if it was made for me, to take whatever Ed

because dance has many facets. We do outreach work and give work-

or other choreographers have made with the Scapino dancers further

shops at schools and in our studio, so that children and young people

than the performances, to deepen and demonstrate what you can

can experience what dance in general, and contemporary dance in

achieve with dance. And whether you just enjoy watching or actively

particular, can mean. The response to the workshops for secondary

take part, it doesn’t make any difference to me, I’m satisfied with a

schools is remarkable, for example. There’s a lot going on with young

smile on someone’s face.
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‘We’re also a part of society, and so
we try to engage with special interest
groups. We have been working with
people suffering from Parkinson’s
Disease since 2014, for example’
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‘At school, the emphasis
is on making the right
moves. At Scapino,
I’m learning to go
a step further,
to think about the thought behind the dance, the idea
behind every move; what you want to communicate
and why. For me, it’s educational to discover and do
it myself with the help of the experienced dancers instead of just being told ‘what you have to do’.

intern Dominique Steenwijk
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Ine Rietstap (1929):

Now I really am a dancer

‘I FELT LIKE
A COMPLETE
PERSON AS
A DANCER,
I NEEDED
NOTHING
MORE’

my day. You went to class just once a week, and I started with that as a

There wasn’t any vocational training to become a professional dancer in

six year-old girl. When I finished school, I got a job in an office but I kept
going to the amateur dance school. Strangely enough, I never thought
that I would become a dancer and I still didn’t have that feeling even
after I’d already been dancing professionally for two years for the Ballet
der Lage Landen. I think that that was because of my upbringing. My
family had had nothing to do with theatre, but I thought it was fantastic.
When I danced, I could be something which I could never be in the normal world. When a soloist became ill, I had to fill in for her and I danced
a pas de deux. I still remember that I thought, ‘I really am a dancer now’.
I had given up my office job by then and chosen for the insecurity of a
dance group. I left home at 17, had no money, but I was dancing, and
that was the only thing that I wanted.

Dancing was my world
I didn’t have an enormous amount of talent, but I did have a talent for
discipline and you can learn a great deal. The Netherlands doesn’t have
a theatre tradition, we’re too Calvinistic for that, so I looked further afield.
France, Germany and, in particular, England, are countries with a rich
theatre history. I had a subscription to foreign dance magazines, went
to productions abroad, followed courses and was very well informed

Ine Rietstap was a dancer for various companies and for 37 years,

about everything to do with dance. That knowledge enriched my life as a

dance critic for the newspaper, NRC Handelsblad. She received

dancer. My strength was my ability to imagine myself in someone else’s

several prizes for her work, including the Pierre Bayle prize for

shoes, I was therefore good in dramatic and comic roles and I got my

dance criticism. From 1957 to 1967 she performed the most impor-

best reviews for them. Dance was my world and I dedicated myself to

tant roles for Scapino Ballet. Ine was chair of Stichting Danserfonds

it entirely. I didn’t feel I needed a social life, I didn’t want relationships

’79, the charity for dance and former dancers, for many years and a

and I didn’t want to become a mother. I felt like a complete person as a

member of various advisory commissions. She was only at the

dancer, I needed nothing more.

start of her career around the time that Scapino Ballet was being
established, but she was nevertheless actively involved in the

What am I doing this for?

company’s turbulent first years and she assisted in the further

After the war years and despite the lack of any tradition, theatre

professionalization of the company.

dance began to develop in the Netherlands and lots of people
started initiatives.
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Scapino Ballet was also one of those unique initiatives. Dance as art
was not the main thing; the founder, Hans Snoek, wanted to bring
a smile to the faces of the children of the war. She wanted them to
become acquainted with dance and its many facets, that dance is more
than movement, that you can express emotion with it and that it is
something with which you can enrich your life. Those couple of minutes
before the curtain rises, that sensation, it can make you happy or sad…
That is what she wanted to give the children. If you can’t experience
it yourself, you can at least experience it in your head. Her goal was
wonderful. I left the Ballet der Lage Landen - I wasn’t comfortable with
their way of doing things anymore, and I think that you then have to
leave - and I joined Scapino. It was a conscious decision which not
everyone understood, because performing for children is very different
than performing for adults. Children react immediately, they are not
automatically quiet at a performance and they rarely start to clap out of
themselves once a dance has finished. I definitely often asked myself in
the beginning, ‘What am I doing this for?’ My challenge was convincing
the audience. You performed in school gyms, so you had to invoke the
theatre world in yourself and convey it. They didn’t have to have loved
my performance, as long as they had taken it seriously, I had done well.

‘When I danced,
I could be
something
which I could
never be in
the normal
world’

If you aim for that, you see that there are so many ways you can use
to maintain attention, many more than you think, if you just use your
inventiveness. My Scapino years put things into perspective more

Ed Wubbe was a student at the Scapino dance academy (part

than any other time in my career, precisely because there was nothing

of the Theatreschool in Amsterdam) and I taught him there as

glamorous about it, no flowers, no fame, no big write-ups in the press,

a teacher. He was a serious young man. There was no striking

things which you can usually expect to some degree in a career in

talent, physically or artistically, until he started to choreograph:

theatre. It makes you very modest about your profession and I think

where did that talent come from? His feel for movement, space,

that’s the most valuable thing that I have learnt.

music, costume... Never overwhelming, and always surprising.
Even in apparent disharmony, his moves were harmonious.
Ed didn’t avoid experimentation and you have to have courage
to do that. It didn’t always lead to fantastic results, but whatever he does, it’s always worth the effort. No-one expected
him to excel at choreography.

‘Am I really
doing it well?
If you think,
you don’t dance.
If you feel, you dance’
Jozefien Debaillie
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‘Pre-nap before the
Premiere, half an hour
massage, a little nap
again. The Premiere…
We start’
Reid Cuming
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Behrooz Vasseghi (1958):

‘I HAVE A GREAT
CAPACITY
TO ADAPT’

completely, my social environment, my friends, but I was still able to
feel at home in those different worlds. I have a great capacity to adapt,
I think. The Islamic Revolution in which Ayatollah Khomeini seized power
started in 1979. The shah, Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, and his wife, Farah
Diba, fled, and with that, the cultural life in Iran ended. Theatres were
closed and opera and ballet companies and the symphony orchestra
were disbanded. My father was against the regime, was arrested and
later executed. I didn’t have any work anymore and I went with a friend
from the National Ballet to England. Via a circuitous route, we came into

Behrooz Vasseghi was a member of the Iranian National Ballet

contact with Armando Navarro, the then artistic director of the Scapino

Company. It was Iran’s only state ballet institution and it was the best

Ballet. They needed dancers and seven dancers from the Iranian

known dance company in the Middle East until the Islamic Revolution

National Ballet started dancing for Scapino. We were an Iranian

in 1979. Behrooz ended up at Scapino Ballet via England after the

invasion for the dancers… We looked like the mafia.

revolution and danced with them until 1992. He now works for the
company as a technician. ‘I wanted to stay with the dancers. This is

A dancer from another generation

my family and I feel at home here’.

I’m from the old generation of dancers. Classical technique is important
to me, drilling and continual practice until I could do a pirouette. Not

Ballet was for gays and not for real men

once, but five times after each other. If you missed a lesson, you had

My father was a manager at the conservatoire, so I chose dance quite

to pay a fine. We were afraid of Armando Navarro. If you didn’t do what

early on. I had ballet lessons there when I was a seven year-old boy

he wanted, you were fired. Dancers can share their ideas now and you

and when I was 13, I was a member of the national ballet, which had a

and the choreographer create the piece together. You can make more

great deal of status in Iran. I danced the big classical pieces like Giselle,

of a contribution. That’s actually not for me. When I danced, I wanted to

Carmina Burana and in The Nutcracker, I appeared from underneath

know precisely what was expected, without having to think too much

Madame De Bonbonnière’s dress. I was often bullied at school because

about it. I really was a dancer from another generation. And Ed?

I danced. Most of the boys played football or just hung around in the

He’s really nice to his dancers. He has his own kind of power and that

street. I was from a middle class background where ballet was laughed

makes the dancers listen to him, not out of fear, but out of respect.

about anyway. Ballet was for gays and not for real men. I said that I had

When I see Scapino Ballet productions now, I would be able to do the

maths lessons, I didn’t have the courage to say that I was actually going

movements, but I wouldn’t be able to transmit the emotion. And without

to ballet class, but when I had a big salary at the age of 16 - I earned

shoes, I wouldn’t be able to dance at all. The repertoire is different.

twice as much as my father - that laughter disappeared soon enough

They are good dancers but they have less technique in my opinion.

and suddenly, I was ‘The King’.

As a technician, I’m still a part of the company and I really enjoy that.
At first I found it difficult that I wasn’t dancing with the dancers, but now

The end of cultural life in Iran

the challenge is how I can make it as easy as possible for them. If the

When I was 17 I had to do compulsory military service. Although you

theatre is full and the dancers and the audience enjoy the performance,

need an enormous amount of discipline in both worlds, there wasn’t a

then it’s also been a good night for me.

greater contrast between ballet and the navy. My life changed
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‘After 23 years, I can
still be overwhelmed by
the feeling that I don’t
know how to dance,
that I’ve lost ‘my mojo’
And when it’s gone, it feels like I’ve never had a dance
lesson. You almost daren’t do anything, but you have
to get through it. You cry for a bit and then you go
and look for things which inspire you. That doubt keeps
you in motion, you start devising things so that you can
use that desperate feeling in your performance. You
can show something vulnerable which can inspire
people in the audience who have been confronted
with that same doubt in some other way.

Bonnie Doets
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Bryndis
Brynjolfsdottir
Child and relationship
Year of birth: 1977
Nationality: Icelandic
educatioN: Dance Academy Arnhem,
Listdansskoli Islands
At Scapino Ballet since: 2000
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‘My job
doesn’t
feel like
work, I’m
‘dancing’
84
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‘My son, Isar, often
comes with me to the
theatre. If I’m dancing,
he plays with the
other dancers’
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‘My strength
is that I’m an
intuitive,
emotional
dancer’
I make use of emotions from my private life to give
shape to my role. This means that I perform a role that
I’ve often done before, differently. The moves are the
same but I bring a different emotion to it. If I can apply
that feeling well, I dance in complete peace and harmony and it feels like meditation. I reveal my own life.
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‘My mother
wanted me
to have
opportunities
she never had’

Same programme with fewer dancers

More ‘Bryndis’

The company became smaller a couple of years ago and that has had

I’m a restless type and I have to force myself to stay in the ‘here and

consequences, of course. The atmosphere became more intimate and
the pressure, greater. We had to perform the same programme but with
fewer dancers, so there were more demands on us. Our share in, and
responsibility for, the productions became greater and I like that. Ed
expects us to think with him, to have our own opinions and to express
them. The contact with the organisation, between the office and the
dancers, is stronger. We really do make it happen together. Because
we have fewer permanent dancers in the company, we work more
with interns, which always means that there’s a different dynamic.
New young talent arrives every year and that keeps the company
fresh. The contribution of new choreographers for whom Ed provides
a platform means that Scapino is continually changing.

‘My body, the
strength and
flexibility.
All three have
to be right in
order to deliver
the ultimate
performance’

now’. I’ve noticed that it is getting easier as I get older. I also found a
more natural balance in my life with the arrival of my son, Isar. I realised
that there is much more than just dancing and I can now let go more
easily. I think that I have become a better dancer because of it. Letting
go gives me freedom, allowing me to take on more. Before that, I used
to suffer from a lot of stress because of my strong, almost obsessive
focus. Getting older, the years of experience, means that you develop
as a dancer. My technical skills are even better and becoming more
diverse and at the same time, you have more life experience to
show. Your performance contains more emotion, becomes richer,
the older you get. Being a mother means that I’m Bryndis more
often, not just a dancer. I have several hobbies, like photography,
cooking and painting, and a rich social life with sweet friends, friends

Crying on the way to the ballet class

The last few years, however, I’ve found it more difficult to make a

I spent my youth in Iceland, I have two sisters and I come from a warm

connection with interns because they have been trained differently.

family. My mother is a sports teacher. I used to do gymnastics but she

The age difference is also very big, of course. Understanding yourself

decided that ballet was better for my body, so I had to do an audition for

and independent learning are fundamental in today’s training. You see

the national ballet school in Iceland and I was accepted. What a disas-

it in the interns where the ‘I’ has an important role. You see that they

Not yet finished with Scapino

ter! I cried on the way to the ballet class, it was tremendously boring

watch less, and learn less from others, but maybe I’m old fashioned.

I’m 39 years old and I’ll have to stop sometime, but I’m not ready for that

and I enjoyed gymnastics much more. I just didn’t want to do it for the

I do my own thing and I’ve noticed that I’m a little more withdrawn.

The production begins, the light goes on. At that moment, you’re

yet. My body still works well, if I keep training well. Yoga, Pilatus, the train-

first two years, but when our group began to reach a higher level, my

Young people have to find their own way; they have to experience it

aware of everything. You’re outside of, but looking at, yourself. Over-

ing at Scapino - I do a lot to keep supple. My body, the strength and flexi-

attitude changed. From then on, dance meant everything to me. I’m

for themselves so that they can find their own path.

concentrated. I become Nico…

bility: all three have to be right in order to deliver the ultimate performance,

It helps me if I make up a story that matches my personal life at that

because that’s what I want. Every day feels different, but it still feels good.

glad my mother persevered. She encouraged me to make dance

outside the Scapino company; because our life with each other is
already so intensive that I like to spend private time with other
people from outside the theatre world.

my profession; she wanted me to have opportunities she never had.

Empathy

moment to go with every choreography. If I can’t do that then the dance

I’m not yet finished with Scapino. I still enjoy it in the studio and I complete-

Iceland is a small country offering far fewer options than the rest of

Dance is my everything, my life, my passion. My career as a dancer

stays ‘dead’ and I have to fall back on technique. I’ll perform the dance

ly love performing. Ed also wants to keep us, the ‘old dancers’, to maintain

Europe. My family, father and mother regularly come to watch Scapino

feels as if it has taken a natural course. I’ve never pursued a goal.

well, but I won’t be satisfied. The movement won’t come from me and

the balance in the company. He gives us, alongside the dancing, more of

productions and I know and feel that they are tremendously proud of

Whenever I was ready for a new challenge, it came to me. My job

you can see it. So it’s always a challenge for me to get ‘the story’ right for

a teaching and coaching role with regard to the younger dancers, which

me. I combined dance and study until I was 16, but at a given moment

doesn’t feel like work, I’m ‘dancing’. My strength is my ability to imagine

myself, preferably in a theatrical way. Only then can I use all the emotions

is also a new and challenging terrain for us. The idea of stopping is also

I had to make a choice. My dance teacher recognised my talent and

myself in someone else’s shoes. I was born like that and it’s also the

in the dance that I’m experiencing at that moment in my personal life:

scary. You have a house, a child, obligations… What do I want? It’s difficult.

advised me to audition for the ballet school in Arnhem. The director is

character roles which I like best, like my role in Pearl. The closing duet,

sadness, anger, joy, happiness… My focus is then on the story and then

I think a lot about it, but I try to let go of it as well. Perhaps you have to let

Icelandic so the school was known to us. I was supposed to go for six

in which I die, feels like total surrender and the audience responds to

the movement works by itself. My climax as a dancer has yet to come.

go of things sometimes to create space for something else and have faith

months, but it’s now been 21 years.

that. I often see tears in the front row. Or the role of Nico in Icons.

I long for pieces with more depth, for real dance theatre. Something

that it will always turn out well again in the end. There are so many things

outside of Scapino would be nice, if only to return an experience richer.

in life which you don’t have any control over.
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SPECIAL
NATIONAL
PRODUCTIONS
Scapino also performs at various festivals, cultural
fairs and galas. The hit production, Pearl, in particular,
with music performed by the Baroque ensemble
Combattimento, continues to impress audiences.
The company has performed at the Keukenhof
gardens, the Mauritshuis, the Uitmarkt cultural fair
in Amsterdam, the reopening of the Donner bookshop
and the 24 hour-long opening of the cultural season
in Rotterdam. It was also the first dance company to
perform in the Ziggo Dome, to support the Spanish
Riding School from Vienna, and it has performed at
the Lowlands dance and performing arts festival.

Ziggo Dome, Amsterdam
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The Mauritshuis, The Hague
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‘For the Lipizzaner, Neapolitano Elvira, it’s
his first performance in four years. ‘Napje’
was out of circulation for years because of
a tendon injury. I feel his positive tension.’
Atjan Hop, representative for
the Spanish Riding School and Napje’s handler

Dag van de Romantiek (‘Romance Day’), Rotterdam
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Lowlands, Biddinghuizen
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‘I’m an easy dance
partner, I think.
I know what
I want and I DRAW
MY PARTNER’S
ATTENTION TO MOVES
WHICH HAVEN’T BEEN
performed perfectly.
I’m demanding,
but clear’
Maya Roest
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‘As a child I had
so much energy,
I was always
moving, and
I still am’
To get rid of some of that energy, my parents sent me
to do several sports: judo, soccer and dance. The last
one became my passion. I loved the theatrical aspects.

ALEXANDRE Jolicoeur
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Jan Kooijman (1981):

dance. There was an ‘open class’, which later turned out to be an
audition. When I saw all those girls in their pink tights with their hair in

‘DANCE HAS
NEVER BEEN
THE BE-ALL
AND END-ALL
FOR ME, THAT
MAKES ME
AN ATYPICAL
DANCER’

a bun, I couldn’t get away fast enough, but the teacher stopped me...

After receiving his diploma at the secondary school for music and

selected out of 500 candidates for that coveted place in the company.

dance, Jan Kooijman studied at the Rotterdam Dance Academy

Suddenly, I was in the studio with the dancers who I had seen on the

(which later became Codarts). He worked as a professional dancer

stage all that time. Totally intimidated, I introduced myself and shook

for Scapino Ballet from 2000 to 2009 before building a second

everyone’s hand… including Henna Lee’s.

She wasn’t going to let the only boy in the class get away and she
put me in front of the line to do an audition. I was ten and I had never
danced before, but I was accepted; I had a natural way of moving and
I picked instructions up quickly. I didn’t go to the school because
I wanted to be a dancer, but because I found it so much fun.
In the first year, we went to lots of dance performances and the production, Kathleen, which I saw at Scapino, was a revelation for me. I sat
in the audience as an 11 year-old, was given a programme and I saw
a photo of a beautiful woman who turned out to be Henna Lee. The
performance began and the picture I had of dance was turned upside
down at a stroke. Ballet had been a corps de ballet with 25 swans in
a row who all looked the same. What I now saw was so different; a
diverse company that exuded openness and freedom. The interaction
between the dancers created an impressive image and no dancer was
the same: a bald man, a fiery Spanish woman and an intriguing black
man. I was gripped by their dance style, I decided to see every one of
Scapino’s productions and I began to dream. If I was going to become a
dancer, then it would only be with Scapino. When I was nineteen, I was

successful career as an actor, presenter and jury member in the
film and television world. Jan lives with his partner Henna Lee

I don’t want to conform to one thing, one style, either

who he met at Scapino and he is the father of two daughters.

I danced with Scapino from the age of 19 to the age of 28. It was my
second home; I learnt, and became more of a ‘person’ there. Over the
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Revelation

years, the company of 32 dancers where a group culture dominated

The atmosphere in my primary school wasn’t very good and it had a

became a strong, closely-knit and, due to the subsidy cuts, smaller one

negative effect on me. I’m sensitive to that sort of thing. I still am, by the

of 20 dancers. Powerful personalities were on stage who belonged

way. I wasn’t happy and you could see that at home as well. I just sat

together as a group because of their superb technical skills. The sum

on the couch all day watching television and I didn’t go out much, while

of their individual qualities led to surprising performances which the

I was actually quite an energetic boy. It was driving my mother mad

audiences enjoyed. We worked like this for a number of years and that

and she showed me an advert for the secondary school for music and

is important for dance. You know each other well and you know what
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each other’s body can do. Ed works with the dancers as long as it
takes until they feel comfortable with their performance. He devises
the broad outline of the choreographies and works the detail out with
the dancers. I’m a big fan of Ed’s choreographies. They are always
aesthetic and a pleasure to watch. He innovates by looking around
carefully and undertaking exciting collaborations with other art forms,
searching for a link with what is going on in contemporary society.
He is always trying something different and that provokes criticism
sometimes. ‘Who is Ed? What is his style?’ He doesn’t hang on to
something, he tries new things out. I don’t want to conform to one
thing, one style, either.

From dancing to acting
At a given moment, I noticed that dance alone wasn’t fulfilling enough
for me. The longing arose to develop several other aspects which I also
had in me. Dance has never been the be-all and end-all for me, that
makes me an atypical dancer. I loved expression and, as well as in
dance, I could also express myself well verbally. I also noticed that
I easily made contact with the audience during performances. My name
was regularly shouted out when we were taking the bow. It was
something the other dancers liked to tease me about. I had already
made the step from dancing to acting in my head when I was asked
for a role in the soap Goede Tijden Slechte Tijden, and I said yes
wholeheartedly. I didn’t look forward to telling Ed but his response gave
me the strength from that moment on to meet every challenge. ‘I’m
losing a wonderful dancer, but your future is what’s important. If acting
doesn’t work out, you can always come back.’ I know that I could still do
that, and Ed’s faith in me means that I have the self-confidence to take
any decision.
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‘I saw Scapino
perform for
the first time
when I was an
eleven yearold boy and
the picture I
had of dance
was turned
upside down
at a stroke’
109

‘This dance mixes
different things.
You can play with
your masculine
and feminine side’
Kiyan Khoshoie
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‘A dancer
is like a
soldier,
and wants to receive orders. It’s fine to be tough for
the good of the performance. I like to hear what I can
improve. I always have to do it better, otherwise it feels
to me like wasting time.’

Jean Gabriel Maury
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‘If I think, ‘I’m never
going to be able to
do that move’, it’s a
challenge, because
not being able to do
something just isn’t
a thing with me’
With practice, practice and more practice, you get
that move into your body. I get a grip on it. I’ve realised that
fighting against a sense of uncertainty doesn’t work with me.
I have confidence that I can make any move my own.

Bryndis Brynjolfsdottir
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‘99% of the time,
the audience
doesn’t see it if
something goes
wrong’

guido Verschoor

‘I’m quite
straightforward and
clear in how
I communicate.
Everyone
knows that’
The light, sound and scenery make the magic of a performance
complete. It has been the technical manager Guido Verschoor’s
responsibility since 1995 to make sure that everything is in order
when the performance begins. ‘When we’re on tour, we’re well
prepared to put on a performance every day. We know practically
every theatre in the Netherlands; we have to get our work done
between 10 am and 5 pm.’

choreography and continually change while it develops. But at a given
moment, the deadline approaches and then you have to get down to
work. Decisions have to be taken. I’m quite straightforward and clear in
how I communicate. Everyone knows that.

No energy wasted on details
I start working on giving the choreographer’s idea form with the
external scenery builder from the company, Vorm & Decor. It’s good
if we’re involved in a production from the start so that we can say at
an early stage if something can be done or not. I’m quite a perfectionist, but I know as well that I don’t have to worry too much about
the details. Of course, things go wrong sometimes but the audience
doesn’t see it 99% of the time. They only see the production once, so
they don’t know any better. I look carefully at what is really needed,
decide what’s important and less important and I don’t waste energy
on the details.

Continual rain
Theatres abroad are rarely as well equipped as in the Netherlands,
which can be a challenge. It demands improvisation but that’s what
makes it so enjoyable, like in Italy a couple of years ago. All the
performances were planned for the open air but it rained, poured,
continually. We decided to perform the production indoors and the
whole installation had to made ready the same day. Everyone round
the table, some sketches on the spot and then to work, and just on
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Continual change

what is really needed for the performance. Then I’m in my element.

My work is never boring. There are about four different productions

I can also express my creativity as well as my technical knowledge but

every year, each with their own light, sound and scenery. You never

that is precisely what the audience doesn’t see. It’s what makes the

have to do the same thing for long and I like that. Every production is

work varied and no day is the same, although going to Meppel for the

a project in itself, and the choreographer is the most important point

umpteenth time after 21 years is also ‘just another day at the office’.

of contact for me. He or she has what they want in their head and that

It’s all or nothing with Scapino. Days of 14 or 15 hours alternate with 4

defines the piece. Ed, who we work with most, comes to us with all

hour days. You have to be able to deal with stress but it’s for a relatively

sorts of pictures he has collected to give us an idea of the picture he

short period of time. The theatre and event industry is my thing and

has in his head. I’d prefer it if he was as clear as possible but that’s

once you’re in it, you don’t get out of it easily. I can’t see myself work-

often not the case. The scenery, light and sound are a derivative of a

ing in an office, nine to five, or the whole day on a building site.
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Spacing
before the
performance
begins
Choreography, technique, dance
Ed: ‘It would be nice if the spot follows the dancers
and if the rest go out when Bonnie stands in it.
Then the next spot goes on and Bonnie walks to it.
We can then try to do everything in that one spot.
Is that ok, Guido and Bonnie?’
Bonnie: ‘I’ve got more passes which go with
that bit in the spot, but I’ll change something.’
Guido: ‘I can make the spot bigger?’
Ed: ‘Yes, that’s it. The spot is too small, isn’t it?
Thank you, Guido.’
Guido: ‘I’ll make a note of the cue.’
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Mehmet Sabuncu (1960)

‘SURROUNDED
BY YOUNG,
BEAUTIFUL
PEOPLE,
FROM MANY
DIFFERENT
COUNTRIES’

problem with the fact that ‘people walk round in the company who are taboo in your culture, like gay men and women, who are sometimes scantily
clad’, whether I could deal with that. I thought that it was very thorough that
they mentioned it, but I couldn’t care less about all sorts of rules. I thought
it was all okay. The other question was when I could start. I answered,
‘Now, actually’, and I started right after the interview, in what for me was
an entirely strange environment. I had nothing to do with dance and I had
never seen a performance before. 23 years and many productions later,
I’m at all the premieres and I’ve learned to really love it. I like to know what
my colleagues are doing and I really enjoy seeing that the audience appreciates them so much. My work in the cultural sector means that I also
understand Dutch society much better than other Turkish people who
have come to the Netherlands.

Reorganisation was a difficult and upsetting time
The organisation has changed enormously, particularly in the last few
years. The subsidies were reduced in 2012 and that had an immediate
effect on the size of the company. We underwent a reorganisation and
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Mehmet Sabuncu (2nd January 1960, ‘No-one knows my official

a lot of people disappeared, dancers, and people from the supporting

date of birth’) is head of finances at Scapino Ballet and ‘would like it

disciplines. It was a difficult and upsetting time. Staff work for a long time

a lot if all the staff in the company could get a role in a production.

at Scapino Ballet; it feels a bit like a family firm, so you feel it if someone

I’d like to be on stage for once. Not to dance, but as a piece of the

has to go. It was difficult for me as well, because my immediate boss,

scenery. After 23 years of service, I’m part of the fittings.’

who I had a good relationship with, also had to leave.

Immediate start after the job interview

It feels as if I’m my own boss. ‘This is your place, it is your own work and

I was born in Turkey as one of five children. My father left for the Nether-

your own responsibility’. I really appreciate that trust and it’s why I feel

lands as a gastarbeider and my mother came five years later with me, my

so at ease here. As well as my work, I’m also surrounded by so much

brother and my three sisters. I was nine years-old. The Netherlands was

liveliness. This buzzing environment with young, beautiful people from

another world for me: blonde people, another language and another cli-

so many different countries is the cherry on the cake for me… And ‘the

mate. I went straight to the primary school and it was difficult for me to get

beautiful girls’ acquaintances ask me about when they hear that I work

used to it. But as a child, you don’t have any choice. My parents had made

at Scapino, yes, we have them as well.

it for me. After secondary school, I trained to be a bookkeeper, married a

I feel a part of the whole, I help the dancers if they need financial advice

Turkish woman and became a father, but I was unemployed. I ended up at

and I have a very good relationship with every one, particularly with the old

Scapino, then in Amsterdam, via a ‘Melkert job’ (a government initiative in

guard, Ed, Guido, Bonnie, Bryndis and Mischa. You know a lot about your

the Netherlands, named after the minister responsible for it, to help people

colleagues… Colleagues, indeed, not friends, because I’ve felt the need

with difficulty finding work gain experience) and an employment agency.

the last few years to keep my distance to protect myself after the

I still remember two things from the job interview. I was asked if I had a

reorganisation.
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‘If I wasn’t a
dancer, I would
be a stand-up
comedian. That’s
my destiny’
ALEXANDRE Jolicoeur
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Debora Soto

‘SCAPINO IS SO WELLKNOWN ABROAD.
I THINK THEY ARE
NOT ALWAYS AWARE
OF THIS STRONG
REPUTATION’

Embassy and was lucky. I focused on classical ballet but times were
changing. Choreographers were searching for more creative dancers,
but I wasn’t ready for that. I passed my Diplôme d’Etat at Rosella
Hightower’s school and I became a teacher and started to work with
children and finally I opened myself to the contemporary world. But a
knee injury, surgery and one year of revalidation showed me another
path in my career. I got the opportunity to start working assisting
choreographers and that turned out very successful. I was discovering
the profession and that was interesting. This is the job for me. Choreographers really want to say something to the world, I don’t have
that desire, I prefer to collaborate with them. After France I worked for
four years in Sweden as ballet master in different companies. Choreo-

Débora Soto from Argentina came to Scapino Ballet as a ballet

graphers move all over the world and know each other, it is a small

master in 2009 and she is happy with her job. ‘This job suits me.

world, so before there was an official announcement I already knew

I enjoy being an assistant more than a ballet dancer. I never regret

that Scapino was looking for a ballet master. I had an interview with Ed,

not dancing anymore, and that gives me a feeling of strength.’

I watched a rehearsal and a performance and it was done… My search
all over Europe was complete. It felt like being home and after almost

A naïve child living in a dream world

seven years I still have that feeling. I guess it is Ed that gives you that

I’m from Argentina. From 8 till 18 I went to the School of the Instituto

comfortable feeling. He provides freedom and trust. He is a very human

Superior de Arte del Teatro Colon, a prestigious dance school in

person. When my mother was ill and had only little time left he agreed

Buenos Aires. I was brought up in a loving and caring family and had

with my request and he said: ‘Deb, go to Argentina and spend some

a great childhood. During secondary school I had to choose between

time with her while she is still alive. Don’t worry about Scapino, we’ll

studying at a good school and dance. At that time, I wanted to become

find a solution.’

a ballerina. Dancing, ballet, was like a fairytale for me, everything was
beautiful. A perfect, ideal world. The government in Argentina was

CO-OPERATION instead of shouting and being nasty

the Military Junta (1976 till 1983) and a lot of people were tortured and

During the seven years I worked at Scapino I learnt a lot. I’m more

disappeared in those years. Luckily, no-one in my family. I was a naïve

patient now. First I wanted everything the way I thought was correct.

child living in a dream world. Maybe, unknowingly, ballet was an

I had to adjust a bit. The dancers have my trust and confidence; I also

escape from reality.

like to listen to their suggestions. Every dancer needs a different
approach. I adjust myself to every person. Some dancers are more

My search all over Europe was completed

independent, and some need constant feedback. Some ballet masters

It was my dream to come to Europe. People in Argentina regard Europe

want the dancers to do as he or she did as a dancer and I don’t think

as ‘the number one continent’ with a lot more history and diversity and

that works. Although I guess that at some point the dancers wanted

many more opportunities to dance. We always considered ourselves

me to be a bit tougher, I think you reach more with people when you

an underdeveloped country. After two years at Ballet Teatro Colón, I ap-

co-operate instead of shouting and being nasty.

plied for a scholarship on a cultural exchange programme at the French
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‘Choreographers really want
to say something to the world.
I don’t have that desire, I prefer
to collaborate with them’
129

‘You have a relatively
short career as a
dancer. Your body
is your product. You
have to get as much
out of it and yet be as
economical with it as
possible. That is one of
the conflicts for a
dancer’
Bonnie Doets
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‘I like to work with
a sense of humour
and in an easy
atmosphere, so
that’s what I also
try to give to the
other dancers’
Laura Casasola Fontseca
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At the end of a performance, we usually bow as a
group. That gives me a good feeling. Sometimes
someone is on stage more often than the other,
but the applause is for everyone. We’d rather learn
from each other than be better than each other.

Mara Hulspas

‘Line up and get ready to bow’
134
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Per season:

540
1,740
washes are done

TOWELS are washed

60 litres
OF DETERGENT are used
‘We take our own washing machine and dryer with
us everywhere. I can always find a plug with a bit of
improvisation. And a drain, like last time, when we
had to use the urinal in the men’s toilet.’

Mara Nap, dresser
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SPECIAL
INTERNATIONAL
PRODUCTIONS
Scapino Ballet is an international company. Its current
dancers come from Canada, Iceland, France, Slovakia,
Belgium, Switzerland, Spain and the Netherlands. The
resident and guest choreographers have also come
from abroad, from Itzik Galili and Krisztina de Châtel to
the resident choreographers Georg Reischl, Nanine
Linning and Felix Landerer. Marco Goecke was scouted
in Germany and introduced with great success to the
Netherlands, and Scapino has acquired a new, talented
choreographer from Israel, Itamar Serussi, who might
otherwise have gone elsewhere.
In the meantime, a duet choreographed by Ed Wubbe
was performed at the acclaimed exhibition of Marlene
Dumas in Switzerland and the company performed in
Italy (Bassano del Grappa). Ed also collaborated on
the opera Les Fêtes Vénitiennes at L’Opéra Comique
in Paris with the Canadian star opera director Robert
Carsen. The production has since visited cities like
Caen, Toulouse and New York.
The nimble, contemporary Scapino has grown in
seventy years from a young people’s dance company
in an outbuilding in Amsterdam to an exciting company
without bounds.
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Opéra Comique, Paris (F)
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Deeply dismayed by the attack
on the head office of the weekly
satirical magazine, Charlie
Hebdo, on 7th January 2015 in
the 11th arrondissement of Paris.
‘We were there. We were rehearsing just a
short distance from the attack. Just like 9/11,
you never forget anything like that. It had an
effect on all of us and we soon started being
messaged from home to see if we were okay.
It felt like you had ended up in a terrible film.
Unreal. You then realise that you can so easily
be in the wrong place, at the wrong time.’
ED WUBBE

Place de la Concorde, Paris (F)
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Scapino
Ballet:

‘Gentleness
and open
minded’
Robert Carsen
(Canadian Opera Director)

We have ‘the click’ that is necessary to create
surprises. We both showed that we’ve got a lot of
creativity. Ed is such a co-operative person with an
open mind, a gentle easiness and a kind of lightness in
everything he does. You can see that in all the dancers
in his company. They enjoy what they are doing and
that makes the difference on stage!
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The premiere of the largest production in Scapino’s
history took place in the stately Opéra Comique on
27th January 2016. The baroque orchestra ‘Les Arts
Florissants’ was led by the famous conductor, William
Christie. Ed Wubbe choreographed the choir, soloists
and, dressed in six different, exuberant costumes, the
Scapino dancers.
The director Robert Carsen asked Ed Wubbe to work
with him after seeing the video clips of diverse Scapino
productions including the baroque sensation, Pearl.
Carsen created a new staging of the opera ballet from
1710, a combination of opera and comedy with a prominent place for dance. After Paris, the production toured
Caen, Toulouse and New York in 2015 and 2016.

The collaboration for
this mega production
was a new experience
for Scapino and once
again demonstrates
the company’s
diversity and
ambitions.
Opéra Comique, Paris (F)
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‘NO
partner,
no child,
just me,
myself
and I...
and Paris’

Bryndis Brynjolfsdottir

Place de la Concorde, Paris (F)
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Working, and being associated, with Robert Carsen, a
Canadian opera director with such a strong reputation,
is wonderful for Scapino. He is the person who
decides, and is responsible for, the total mis-en-scene
here. Not every choreographer can and wants to do
that, but I see it as a challenge to create the thing that
he needs. You need craftsmanship in order to serve,
and to sense what the other wants and then to translate that into dance. Here in Paris, we’re once again
showing that we can do that.

‘Carsen does what he
wants and makes few
concessions, but he
remains calm,
systematic and friendly’
A gentleman. I can learn from his systematic
approach and his fastidiousness. I’m sometimes too
easy. It is a huge experience for our dancers to perform at the pinnacle of the opera world. It’s good and
a learning experience to stretch yourself and to keep
trying new things, but after four weeks in Paris, I’m
really looking forward to getting back to doing our
own thing again.

ED WUBBE

Opéra Comique, Paris (F)
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Opera Comique, Paris (F)
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Piazza Libertà, Bassano del Grappa (I)
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Bassano del Grappa (I)
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‘I’m an expressive
dancer who loves
big, brutal moves’

Dance for me is an art form in which I express my
personality. And funnily enough, that’s very different
as a dancer than in my personal life. I’m not easily
satisfied as a dancer. I analyse every move and I’m
always looking for something extra. I have a picture
of how something should look and I want to achieve
that. In my personal life, I’m very easy on myself,
I love chaos and I don’t often worry about things.

MAYA ROEST

Piazza Libertà, Bassano del Grappa (I)
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Ruben
Garcia
Arabit
Year of birth: 1991
Nationality: Dutch
education: Dance Academy of the Fontys
Hogeschool van de Kunsten, Tilburg
At Scapino Ballet: since 2013 (intern 2011-2012)
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‘YOU SOMETIMES
NEED PEOPLE
AROUND YOU
WHO BELIEVE
IN YOU MORE
THAN YOU DO
YOURSELF’
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‘I was bullied
at school as
a little boy
because I
was fat’

Dancing had saved me

National Ballet, was in the jury. He saw me dance and used his Joker

movement style than the dancers with the classical background but Ed

Dancing made me more self-assured. Breakdance was terrific and cool

which got me accepted. John was the only one who was enthusias-

thought that was great. In Le Chat Noir, I got my first solo as an intern and

and my classmates wanted to learn the moves as well. Dance became

tic about me, none of the other jury members wanted me, but it was

I had the opportunity to work one on one with Ed. There was a click and

more important when I was at secondary school. I danced for the singer,

enough. They took me on and I could start preparing to become a

we learnt from each other. My internship was a valuable period, working

dancer and choreographer Denise van Rijswijk, who was a member of the

professional dancer. It was such an important moment for me.

with a professional dance company and being open to the Scapino

then popular group, the Vengaboys. I was in the demo team and took part

I worked very hard for the first two years, but then it went wrong.

dancers’ moves. Their way of moving revealed their experience:

in competitions, but I wanted more. If you want real hip-hop, you have to

the efficiency, the clarity of the move, a sort of gentleness. It was

go to Rotterdam, and I found the artiste, teacher and choreographer

The bit of support I needed

Reshmay there. I really connected with the flow of her dancing, she

I had to undergo an operation in the third year for a hernia and I had

brought out the best in me. At secondary school, we formed a group

to take a year out. Once I got back to the academy, I couldn’t find the

Finding balance is a challenge

with a number of individuals who had a common passion for, and love of,

motivation again, and I allowed myself to get distracted by the many

My life is characterised by periods in which I feel good and strong and

dance. Justin Timberlake and Michael Jackson, both strong personalities

temptations around me, like smoking joints, hanging around in the

periods in which I lack direction, in which I’m looking for something. I have

on stage, inspired us. We trained a lot with each other and this ‘cultural

city with friends at night and never going to bed before 3 am - which

lots of extremes in me and I keep pushing boundaries. I have to give

activity’ was supported by the teachers of our school. I was suddenly part

meant that I skipped a lot of classes. John was upset about it, I had

myself the chance every time to find something interesting and to find the

of an elite group which was respected. Dancing had saved me, I wanted

disappointed him. I had to go and see him, and with his penetrating

excitement, which I always do, by the way. Once I have that, I’m on my way

‘My parents were getting divorced and my twin sister and I came to

to become a professional. It became clear to me when I was about 15.

gaze, he asked me, ‘You almost never come to class, I can’t follow your

again. When I’m in a period when I really am looking for something and I

the Netherlands at the age of two. I grew up in in a flat in Vlaardingen,

I had taken lessons in various styles, but that wasn’t enough. You need a

progress. What’s going on?’ I was honest with him and he said to me,

don’t feel good in my personal life, my performance on stage is even bet-

with my grandfather, grandmother and aunt. It was a loving environ-

background in classical ballet for the academy, so that was the next step.

‘Ruben, I can see a real dancer in you, you’ve just got to get through

ter. Some way or other, the feeling of uncertainty, sometimes feeling ‘lost’,

ment which was important for me. I was an introvert and shy boy

After looking around, the name Noes Fiolet came up. He is a dancer,

this and you will find the motivation again.’ He had more faith in me

helps me to open my heart on stage, so that my performance becomes

and I needed their support, particularly when I went to school and

teacher, choreographer and entrepreneur. I wrote him a mail which

than I had at that moment, but it was just that bit of support I needed

more convincing. People see that, people feel that. In the production Pas

I was bullied because I was fat. I didn’t stand up for myself, I had the

was so persuasive that his assistant immediately forwarded it to him.

to continue with my internship year. I got the chance to do an intern-

de Deux, I danced a duet with Jozefien and it always affected me. At the

confidence knocked out of me. I didn’t feel accepted at school and I

He invited me for a body check, but they found that my body wasn’t

ship at Scapino. They were looking for two urban dancers and the

end of it I couldn’t stop myself crying a couple of times. It was a release of

walked behind the group of tough guys which everyone wanted to be

suitable for classical dance. Nevertheless, I was allowed to take his

opportunities we got there were endless. We had a very different

my own emotions which filled my body at that moment.

a part of. The change came when I was 12. I came home crying again

classes. I wanted to learn, I was interested in this ballet form which was

and my uncle was there, he knew about my situation and he did some-

entirely unknown to me and I went in search of ‘my moves’ within it. Noes

In the midst of these ups and downs, people keep crossing my path

thing about it: ‘If you come home crying one more time, you’ll have to

believed in me; it became his personal mission to prepare me, a tough

who see something in me and give me a new chance. After Denise

deal with me’. Perhaps it wasn’t very pedagogical, but it worked. It was

heterosexual boy from the urban scene, in just six months for the audition

a sort of wake-up call, that I mustn’t let people push me around. It was

at the academy. I received private lessons from him which I didn’t have

just what I needed. It was also handy that I also had a spurt of growth

to pay for. That was an intense six months in which I worked very hard

which made me the tallest boy in the class, and that my sister and I

with enormous dedication with Noes, who supported me unconditionally:

were very good at dancing. We always performed at family celebrations

‘they want to see the hardworking, talented person in you at Codarts’.

It was enough

and we did street and breakdance. The convergence of circumstances
brought about the change. ‘It was enough’. You could see it on me as

The auditions came, I immediately felt that I wasn’t good enough

well, apparently, because they left me alone at school.

and, indeed, I wasn’t accepted. I had more luck at the Fontys Dance
Academy in Tilburg. John Wisman, ex-dancer from the Dutch
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‘I got the
chance to do
an internship
at Scapino’

so inspiring. After my placement I was given a permanent contract.

van Rijswijk, Reshmay, Noes Fiolet and John Wisman, it’s now Ed
Wubbe who believes in me. These people have been decisive for
my life as a dancer. The Scapino company is for me the place where I
can develop in a way that I like, the continuous factor which gives me
stability. I learn from other dancers in the company, to do things in my
free time which give me energy, for instance, instead of things which
take up all my energy, which aren’t good for me. For the time being,
my talent for dance keeps my life on track and perhaps it’s time to
start believing in myself like the others do.
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‘My body

proved to be unsuitable for
dance. My turnout is just
ninety degrees because of my
hip position, while a classical
dancer needs 180, and there’s
little mobility in my back’
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‘I’ve had lessons in
several dance styles,
breakdance, hip-hop,
house, locking, popping
and even salsa’
I learnt a lot about performances in auditoriums
and in the hip-hop scene ‘on the street’, but to
be a professional dancer you have to have
been classically trained.
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Did
you
know

50
30
make-up
sponges

packs of
make-up
cloths

metres of canvas were
stretched out for each
performance of Pearl
which meant that it
had to be ironed for

4 hours

30
20

pots of white
make-up

60
240
200 &1,400
metres of
physio-tape

ice packs

are used
per season
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8,500

red
lipsticks

false
eyelashes

metres of silver foil were

used for the production Nico
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‘I think that Scapino
is a company where
men can do just that
bit better than women’
It’s always had something cool, rugged, and it looks
like it has a lot of power. Men are allowed to be men.
Even in the production Wolf by the resident choreographer Itamar Serussi, where dancers dance in a sort
of white romper, they’re still manly and their moves
have a ‘raw edge’. Ed Wubbe wants every dancer to
be himself but that he can also show some balls.

former dancer Jan Kooijman
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‘If Ed says
that he has
to get used
to something,
you know
that he isn’t
keen on it’
Pamela Homoet
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Pamela Homout

‘THE CHOREOGRAPHER IS
THE BOSS’

Costumes unused in storage
I have to be ahead of the rehearsals as a designer. I have to create what
Ed has in his head. It is an advantage for me that we have worked for
so long with each other. He only knows what he really needs once
the choreography is ready, but I can’t wait for that. He has to make
decisions which he doesn’t want, or can’t, make yet. I understand
how difficult it is. There’s always the risk that it will become apparent
in rehearsals that everything has to be changed. For the production,
Nico, for example, we had to make new costumes in three weeks.
The original costumes are still in storage and have never been seen on
stage. For most designers, their idea is sacred and they’re insulted if it

The multi-talented Pamela Homoet (1947) is responsible at

is rejected. I left that behind me a long time ago. If an idea is rejected,

Scapino Ballet for the costumes, make-up and the entire look

don’t complain, just make something new and do it fast.

of a dancer in a production. She trained at the academy of
visual arts in Rotterdam (now the Willem de Kooning Academy)

Exciting, or terrible, actually

and it soon became clear that she was made for the theatre world.

The most important thing for me is that dancers can move easily in

‘My appearance was quite extreme for those days, my hair and

their costume. If a dancer can’t, then it’s adjusted or just not used.

nails were green. I’m talking about 1967. They didn’t think I was

I won’t allow someone to dance a production 30 times in a costume

suitable for the fashion side of things but that I might do better

that doesn’t sit well. I can’t do that to them, their work is hard enough.

in the theatre. I will be 70 in 2017 and I will have worked

The first costume rehearsal is an exciting time for me. I say exciting,

with Ed Wubbe for precisely 30 years; the first years were at

but I mean terrible, actually. A costume can behave differently than you,

Introdans and then I went with him to the Scapino Ballet.’

the designer, want it to. It can turn against you. If it’s dress rehearsal
week, you have little margin and a great deal of stress. The premiere

If Ed, or another choreographer Scapino works with, has an idea for

isn’t fun for me either. I prefer to sit far away on the second balcony.

a new production, I create a photo file and I fill it with pictures which

I have all sorts of disaster scenarios in my head about what can go

have a connection with it. It is a source of inspiration for me. I then

wrong, torn gussets, buttons which fly off, zips that break. If the costume

start drawing and I try to illustrate Ed’s ideas. I work with Ed most.

is made from stretch fabric, there’s less tension because there’s the

My sketches help the picture to become more concrete and then we

least risk of something going wrong.

decide what can be used. If Ed says that he has to get used to something, you know that he isn’t keen on it. What’s best is when he sends

My work is my hobby and passion and I want to die in the saddle. I

a positive message and then I know that we’re on the right track.

dream sometimes that I don’t have any work and it’s terrible. I still feel,

I serve the choreographer and the production.

after all these years, that Ed and I have yet to achieve the pinnacle of
our work together. I hope that the commemorative production, TING!
which we’re now working on, will be a crowning achievement.
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‘I think that most of
my female partners
don’t find it easy
to dance with me.
I feel an IMBALANCE,
UNFORTUNATELY,
BECAUSE of my
knowledge of
physics and
partnering’
Nikita Korotkov
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When I was a little boy, I went to the
classical ballet lesson every Wednesday
afternoon. That hour was one of the best
moments in the week. As one of the few
boys, I was spoilt by all the girls and the
dance teacher. I had landed in paradise…
and I’m still there!
Mischa van Leeuwen
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D
‘Dancers
have a
strong ego
and are very
competitive’
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You want to be
appreciated, to be
seen, to be centre
stage. Everyone is
each other’s competitor, in a certain
sense, but that
can be expressed
in a very positive way...
by collaborating
with each other
and making the
performance
stronger.
Bryndis Brynjolfsdottir
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An Italian choreographer scouted me. I convinced
my parents that I had to move from France to Italy
and live on my own. I was only 13 years old. Now
I realise that I missed a part of my youth and the
safety of being part of a family.

Jean Gabriel Maury
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Marco Goecke

‘MY SCAPINO
PIECES WERE
A BIG PART OF
MY CAREER’

Marco Goecke is undoubtedly one of the most celebrated
young choreographers in the dance world at the moment. His dance
works are innovative, touching the spectator deeply with absurd and
utterly unique dance in a dark atmosphere of insinuation and magic.
The young choreographer from Wuppertal, Germany, trained at
the Royal Conservatoire in The Hague and became, in 2005,
the permanent choreographer of the Stuttgarter Ballet and
choreographer in residence at Scapino.

I first got to know the company when I was still a dancer. In those days,

strength is that young artists, like me, get the chance to do choreography.

as a student, it was my dream to dance there. Scapino has always been

A lot of new work is created here. After many years working with the

one of the remarkable Dutch companies and it was a goal to join them.

dancers, I know them very well and each dancer made me develop a

Who would have thought that indeed I would work with Scapino, not

little. My Scapino pieces are a big part of my career. My choreography

as a dancer, but as a choreographer? Until then I worked most of the

is an emotional search for where I am and what I feel and see, and the

time with classical dancers in Stuttgart; working with modern dancers

Scapino dancers were able to accommodate my thoughts in movement.

was a real new experience. There were hardly any limits, everything

Every single piece we made was a challenge, in fact, every day, every

seemed to be possible and we could create new things. Because of

minute. It was a great pleasure to work with Scapino. I am very grateful

their innovative capacity, Scapino always managed to attract a young

to Ed. He gave me the opportunity and was one of the first people who

audience and that differentiates them from other companies. Another

believed in me.

‘When I see this picture I still feel the music,
I remember the first rehearsal and I feel
proud of Bonnie and Mischa, how they express
the meeting of two creatures that are very
different. They surpassed my expectations’
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‘Almost
the end of
the season.
It’s been
an intense
period’
Kiyan Khoshoie
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MARTIN DETERMANN,
VORM & DECOR

‘THEATRE
IS A TRICK’

keep adjusting things right up to the premiere. We realise that now and
make allowances for it. Creativity always demands changes. Ed gives
us the freedom not just to develop his ideas technically, but to make a
creative contribution as well. Dancers are also involved in the
process. They come to our workshop to see if something works as
we’ve imagined, or we bring the ‘scenery’ to Scapino’s studio if it is
essential in the creation of the choreography.

Romeo & Juliet
The dancers became familiar with the scenery for Romeo & Juliet

Vorm & Decor is the largest company in the Netherlands in the field

in the studio and discovered that the flats could also be used in dif-

of touring theatre productions and is one of the few with all the

ferent ways vertically. We had shelves in the flats which could fold out

theatre disciplines in-house: carpentry, IT, metalwork, decoration,

on which the dancers were only supposed to sit, but they were more

fabrics, plastics, draughtsmanship and painting. ‘We can make

daring: ‘Can’t we jump off the shelves as well?’ The result was spec-

everything in-house for our clients, which saves an enormous

tacular. The dancers seemed to ‘walk’ into the air and jumped from

amount of time.’ Scapino Ballet has worked with Martin Determan

one shelf to another. The vertical flats were fully employed in the

from Vorm & Decor since 1992.

choreography, which resulted in an exciting, three-dimensional
picture. Intensive collaboration leads to surprises which you

Good scenery has to satisfy a lot of demands. It has to be made in
such a way so that it can be transported easily, set-up and dismantled
quickly and stored as compactly as possible. And everything has to
happen at the same time. You get in at 10 am and at 8 pm, the curtain
goes up. Everyone has to work together on the day to make sure that
the spectacle, the evening of illusion, happens.

couldn’t have imagined, the result of a process of development
in which we work intensively with each other, respect each other’s
work and in which there is total freedom to test the limits of creativity.
There was nothing better for me than to see the audience go crazy at
the premiere. I might work behind the scenes but the overwhelming
applause after a performance feels a bit like applause for me.

Creativity always demands changes
Ed is entirely unpredictable and wants something new every time. He’s
full of ideas and turns up with all sorts of films which he’s plucked from
the internet. Ed, Guido, the technical man from Scapino who is involved
from day one, and I make piles of sketches, scribbles and notes during
the first discussions. We brainstorm the concept and then we get to
work, make drawings and start designing. One idea leads to another.
We feed Ed with concrete designs which help him make decisions. At a
given moment, the process has to stop and planning has to be transformed into production. We have to be strict then, although we usually
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‘I might work
behind the scenes
but the overwhelming applause
after a performance
feels a bit like
applause for me’

Photo Scapino archive

It makes me very happy.
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History

A 70
YEAR-OLD
rOGUE
By Annette Embrechts Dance and theatre
correspondent for THE NEWSPAPER, THE VOLKSKRANT

dancers appear in popular television programmes, like Penny de Jager

tales like Coppélia, De Notenkraker [The Nutcracker] and Assepoester

in TOPPOP and Jan Kooijman in Goede Tijden Slechte Tijden (a soap),

[Cinderella], he introduced contemporary ballet and abstract and jazz

So You Think You Can Dance and Everybody Dance Now, but group

dance. He also attracted choreographers from abroad, like Ricardo

pieces like Kathleen (1992), Romeo en Julia (1995), Rosary (2000),

Nunez, Eric Hampton and Matt Mattox.

Manfyfacts, Live in the 3D City (2001) and Songs for Drella (2011) are
typically urban, exciting and playful.

When the joint artistic direction with Nils Christe at the beginning of
the nineties began to lead to too many conflicts and too much tension,

Red, white, green and black

the resident choreographer, Ed Wubbe, was asked to take it over

In 1945 twelve dancers who had not been training because of the war

temporarily, and the appointment became permanent.

set to work under the inspired leadership of the colourful Hans Snoek who actually wanted to become a conductor - and artist Nicolaas

Wubbe changed the company’s direction completely. He not only

Wijnberg. In an outhouse on Keizersgracht, they thought that dance

moved the company from Amsterdam to Rotterdam to ensure a bet-

could bring a smile to the pale faces of children born during the war.

ter financial foundation, but he replaced its classical orientation with a

Snoek delved in her wardrobe of all sorts of clothes for costumes.

contemporary one. His raw group piece, Kathleen, made in Amsterdam

Presence was more important than technical ability although she

in the summer for six girls and ten boys, was his baptism of fire. Wubbe

did establish the Scapino Dansacademie for theatre dance in 1951.

expanded it in the autumn of 1992 in Rotterdam into an exciting urban

A major asset was the Scapino figure, who was always in white make-up

statement. With its concrete graffiti wall, Kathleen became an icon of

and dressed in red, white, green and black and who acted as the nar-

urban dynamics and Wubbe put Scapino on the international map.

rative bridge between the young audience and the dance performance.
The company named itself after this living visitor card: the miming, dan-

Guests and surprises

cing and storytelling rogue from the Venetian Commedia dell’Arte. The

Wubbe regularly provided musical surprises such as his collabora-

Netherlands had something new: Scapino was the world’s first profes-

tion with John Cale from The Velvet Underground, who composed

sional ballet company for children. Thousands of children even emptied

the music for Nico (1997). Wubbe also asked guest choreographers

Scapino Ballet Rotterdam, the oldest dance company in the Nether-

The innumerable skirmishes which the oldest touring dance company

their money boxes in 1954 when a fast spreading fire threatened to

to create work: from Itzik Galili and Krisztina de Châtel to the resident

lands, is seventy years old this season. We will be celebrating that

in the Netherlands has survived, like the turbulent move from Amster-

put an end to their beloved Scapino. Ten years later, in 1964, the group

choreographers Georg Reischl, Nanine Linning and Felix Landerer, and

fact with productions which you won’t see anywhere else; exciting,

dam to Rotterdam at the beginning of the nineties, are also difficult to

gave 15 performances in America with, as the pinnacle of recognition,

he introduced the talented Marco Goecke, whom he had scouted in

adventurous and accessible combinations of dance, music and

sum up; they made the company more inventive. Nevertheless, when

a performance in the White House (even if it was too small as a venue).

Germany, to the Netherlands. Now that Goecke has transferred to the

theatre, with TING! a collaboration with the NITS and various guest

digging through the archives of the company that was set up in 1945

artists, as the highpoint.

as a young people’s dance group, gradually leaving that target audi-

Jazz, modern and abstract

reographer, Itamar Serussi, from Israel, who might otherwise have been

ence behind from 1970, there’s one aspect that keeps coming up: the

From 1970, Snoek’s successor, Armando Navarro, strove with ballet

lost to the Netherlands. In the meantime, Wubbe collaborated on the

A brief profile of Scapino Ballet Rotterdam is actually impossible. Just

group’s agile and tough image. It’s not for nothing that Scapino was

master, Marian Sarstädt, for more professionalism. He managed to

opera, Les Fêtes Vénitiennes, at the L’Opéra Comique in Paris with the

the dozens of choreographies by the current artistic director, Ed Wubbe,

the first dance company to make contemporary dance performances

persuade Dutch colleagues like Hans van Manen, Charles Czarny,

Canadian star director, Robert Carsen, and a duet of his was performed

are difficult to categorise, let alone all the rest of the work from the other

a fixture at the Lowlands pop festival.

Hans Tuerlings and Nils Christe to choreograph for the company.

at the celebrated exhibition of Marlene Dumas - not in the Netherlands,

During his twenty years as artistic director, he turned Scapino from

but in Switzerland, because that agile, contemporary Scapino has grown

artistic directors in the company’s seventy year history, and then from

Nederlands Dans Theater, Wubbe has acquired a new, talented cho-

the guest and resident choreographers, including the youngest ever

The company has managed to navigate difficulties and maintain the

an educative, young people’s dance group into a dance company for

from a young people’s dance group in an outhouse in Amsterdam into

(Nanine Linning, just 23 years old when she was appointed in 2001).

spirit of the times with typical Dutch sobriety not just because former

audiences of eight to eighty year-olds. As well as mime, classic fairy

an exciting company that transcends borders.
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‘Scapino doesn’t have
dancers on stage, but
strong personalities.
Real people’
Ed Wubbe
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Amersfoort, Zeist,
Amsterdam, Roosendaal, Maastricht,
Groningen, Tilburg,
Breda, THE HAGUE,
Rotterdam, Dordrecht,
Arnhem, Sneek,
Den Helder...
There is just one thing important and
that’s the performance at 8.15 pm.
In the studio, you sit in a sort of bubble,
but during a performance while you’re
dancing for an audience, you’re standing
in the light. It even feels over-lit and
that is exciting every time, whether
it’s a premiere in Amsterdam or
a performance in Lutjebroek.
Bonnie Doets
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